
| About the Company:
FFI was founded in February 2000 and registered at Hamburg under No. HRB 76067. The company carries out a multitude of multimodal shipments every month, often to the world’s toughest destinations always
with the same professional excellence and integrity. Since its formation FFI has established a network of sub agents covering over 100 ports worldwide and serves abroad client base involved in all areas of 
economic activity. 

| Portfolio of Services:
The range of services offered by Interfreight has grown so as to facilitate the concept of a “one-stop-shop” provider; each and every of these services are offered in-house:

        International Freight Forwarding (Sea, Air, Road)                      Warehousing Services                                                 3rd Party Logistics Services (3PL)
        Packing and International Removals                                         Insurance Services                                                     Customs Clearance
        Local Transport                                                                      Temperature controlled distribution                              Project Shipping

|  Competitive Advantage:
Keeping ahead of the competition and thereby deferentiating from the pack FFI focuses on a 5 point plan:
 
        FFI is bursting with new ideas constantly adding to its list of activities.
        Independent and impartial, FFI maintains healthy business relationships with all local authorities, partners, agents and carriers. 
        On a constant look-out for advancement and development, FFI is always at the cutting edge of technology. 
        A comprehensive portfolio of services makes FFI a one-stop-shop for all logistics requirements.
        Networked through trusted agents and partners in all four corners of the globe, FFI serves most destinations with the same commitment and outstanding customer service.

|  Mission Statement:
Our aim is to offer a one-stop-shop for all the trading public. Whether it is imports or exports, locally or worldwide we will offer an unsurpassed level of service at the most competitive rates.
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Freight Forwarding Project Shipping Value Added

FFI offers a complete range of sea air or 
road freight service for all types of cargo 

whether consolidated, full container loads or 
even project shipping. 

FFI specializes in the movement of 
outsizedheavylift shipments with a long 

experience shipping machinery and 
equipment worldwide.

Providing constant feedback on the status of 
shipments, issuing insurance cover, picking 
and packing, customs clearance, consulting 
on transport route and planning inventory 

control are all part of the package.

Contact Us

Our business card in QR 
code. Zoom in, scan by 
any QR reader and add 
us to your contacts list


